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CHAPTER I 
THE PRO BLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERlllS USED 
If a man does not keep pace with his companions, 
perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer. 
Let him step to the music which he hears, however 
measured or far away (72:358). 
One drummer beats a slow, heavy rhythm; another taps a 
rushing pace; and many appear in between. Thoreau under-
stood that every man was an individual guided by a "beat 1t 
unique to him. Educators today are very anxious for each 
child to "step to the music he hears," to develop his 
uniqueness as an individual. The problem is to find an 
effective way to provide for his individual differences. 
I • THE PRO BLEM 
Statement of~ problem. Past experience has 
revealed a definite need to release children, at least par-
tially, from the traditional ability groupings and allow 
more flexible groupings. The past also revealed that 
individual children's unique interests and abilities were 
not being provided for. Since the teaching of reading 
occupies a central position in the elementary grades, and 
since children have a wide range of reading abilities and 
interests, an investigation of individualized reading was 
prompted. 
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It was the purpose of this paper, then, to thoroughly 
.study the literature on individualized reading and on the 
basis of this, conceptualize an eclectic approach for 
individualizing reading in the first grade. 
Importance of the paper. Since very little research 
bas been done on individualized reading in the first grade 
and fewer programs described on this level, it was necessary 
to study all aspects (including descriptive action studies) 
of indi vidua.lized reading before setting up a first grade 
program. Smith stressed the importance of this ''professional 
preparation" since only through careful study can one expect 
to set up a program of his own (63:141). 
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
Individualized reading program. 
{.·I 
~his program for 
teaching reading infers, according to Veatch, self-selection 
of materials by pupils, individual conferences between the 
child and teacher, and flexible and temporary groupings 
organized for other than reasons of ability or proficiency 
(76:ix). ~ifferer~ reading skills are introduced only as 
the child indicates the need for them. 
Self-selection. The individualized reading program is 
often referred to as merely "self-selection." However, in 
this paper, it refers to each child's act of selecting his 
own reading material. 
Personalized ~ading program. 'rhis program is the 
same as the individualized reading program with one major 
difference: this program advoce.tes a complete coverage of 
the skills needed for the particulor grade. This is accom-
plished through the careful use of skills check lists • 
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..!,ndependent reading. 'J.'h:Ls is not a method for teach-
ing reading but usually refers to a period when children 
select material to read. There is no reading instruction 
involved. Other terms for independent reading are recrea-
tional reading, extensive reading, and free reading. 
Trade books. Many of the books used for self-selec-
tion will be trade books or those designed for the general 
bookstore and library market rather than for text use. 
III. ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINDER OF THE Pi~PER 
The remaining chapters in this paper will cover the 
following: 
Chapter II will give the review of literature on 
individualized reading as it especially pertains to first 
grade. It will include the different aspects of the pro-
gram, different plans described, and ways of combining 
individualized reading with other methods. 
Chapter III will present a program for an eclectic 
approach to individualizing reading in the first grade. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
I. HISTORY OF INDIVIDUALIZED READING 
The idea of individualized reading is not new, how-
ever the concepts, methods, and materials have chnnged with 
the passing of time. Early American Dame Schools were 
taught on an individual basis, each child progressing at bis 
own rate. There was no particular psychology or philosophy 
governing the Dame Schools; the pupils were few and at 
different stages of development so it was only feasible for 
individualized instruction to be used (63:130). 
The earliest conscious effort to individualize 
instruction was in 1888 when Preston Search originated the 
Pueblo Plan, and outlined high s cbool subjects in such a 
way that a student could progress at his own rate. In 1913 
Frederick Burk used this plan in certain California schools 
where it became known as "individualized reading" (63:133). 
With the development of the reading and I.Q. tests 
in the early nineteen hundreds, came a very acute awareness 
of children's individual differences in reading. Children of 
the same age in the same grade read at widely varying levels. 
Individualized reading appeared to be the answer, and many 
school systems turned to the Winnetka or Dalton plans in the 
early twenties (63:130). 
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Under the Wirmetka Plan, each child's grade level was 
determined, and each was given books to read silently nt bis 
own level. V'ihen he finished a book he was tested and the 
cycle repeated itself. Time was also allotted each day for 
social and creative activities. The child did progress at 
his own rate, thus eliminating failure, but the subject 
matter was set up for him (63:129-131). Kilpatrick evaluates 
further: 
It [Wirmetke. Plan] tends to break the child's learn-
ing into two disconnected pE;rts. One part, highly 
mechanical, belongs to the system of goals--a system 
too nearly complete in itself, too little connected with 
life. Stated psychologically, the danger is that the 
learning will not transfer. Stated in terms of life, 
the danger is a divided self--that the child will look 
on learning as something apart from life, something to 
be "learned rt and then put behind him ( 40: 284-85) • 
Three basic principles are employed in the Dalton 
Plan which started at the fourth grade: 
1. Freedom to pursue interests. 
2. Cooperation and interaction in group life pro-
vided by different subject laboratories rather than instruc-
tion in one room. 
3. Budgeted time through a "job" systerr:.. whereby each 
child contracted to do certain units of teacher-prescribed 
work over a certain amount of time, varying with his ability 
( 63: 132). 
Each child then could develop sociRlly, could progress at 
his own rate academically and was given experience in 
budgeting his time. However, the curriculum, as in the 
'Ninnetka Plsn, was the same for all students and was adult-
chosen. Kilpatrick, in ev2luating this method, found one 
grave error: "It {Pal ton Plar.il accepts childhood as a time 
of storing up learnings to be used when called for at a 
remote day, typicalJ.y in adult life" (40:279-80). 
Both the ~innetka and Dalton Plans emphasize the 
importance of each individual moving at his own p~ce, but, 
at the same time, both curriculums were prescribed by 
adults; there was no self-selection of what to study on 
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the p2rt of the pupil. The concept of individualized instruc-
tion in the twenties has given way to the present concept 
of the fifties and sixties based on Vlillard Olson's research. 
This concept not only allows for a child moving at his own 
rate but also having a choice of what his curriculum will be. 
II. INDIVIDUALIZED READING--PRESENT 
Olson's concept. Dynamic psychology has brought to 
the light the importance of motivation and levels of aspir-
atton in learning activities. VJillard Olson, after several 
studies in growth behavior and development of children, has 
synthesized the results of his work into three terms: "(l} 
seeking, (2) self-selection, and (3) pacing" (63:134). 
In applying these concepts to reading, seeking assumes 
that the child wants to read and will seek out ways of 
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learning to read. He continually explores bjs environment 
searching for experiences that will fit his growth and needs. 
As he seeks these experiences he selects the reading materi-
als that fit his interests and needs. Pacing deals with 
skill development and interest at the rate the child deter-
mines for himself as determined by his own capabilities and 
limitations. This rate cannot be predetennined for it is 
inherent in the child. 'I1he most desirable situation for 
each child's reading growth, then, would be an environment 
rich with a wide variety of stimulating reading rnnterials 
which he could explore, select, and read at his own pace. 
The concept of individualized reading in the sixties, 
then, extends far beyond the plans set up in the twenties 
which primarily were aimed at allowing the child to move 
at his own rate. Smith summarizes the present view: 
It (individualized reading] is primarily concerned 
with reading as it meshes into and promotes development, 
in its many different aspects--physical, mental, social, 
emotional, linguistic, and experiential. It is inter-
ested not only in a child's reading achievement but 
also in his interest in reRding, his attitude toward 
reading, and hls personal self-esteem and satisfaction 
in being able to read {63:133-34). 
Objectives. To develop an interest in and positive 
attitude toward reading as well as the skills needed for 
reading is the primary goal of reading according to one pro-
ponent of the individualized reading program {3:54). Inter-
est is the most important factor, for if a child is not 
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interested in reading, he will not necessarily like to read. 
Dolch states: "Liking to read is the most important learn-
ing that any child can secure from school" (16:568). Dolch 
further cites a recent study reporting that one fifth of all 
adults interviewed snid they bad never read a book they were 
not compelled to read (16:568). Compelled is the key word 
in the above sentence. In individualized reading no child 
is compelled to read a single book, for he chooses exactly 
what he wants to read based on his interests and needs. 
And, he feels more comfortable reading at a pace of his own. 
Individualized reading O'· ercomes the problem of lack of 
interest, for many teachers who have used this ap~roach 
report avid interest evidenced in the large number of books 
read (39:98, 28:107). 
Skill development is as important as interest in 
individualized reading for one can have unbounded interest 
in a book, but if he lacks the necessary skills, he will not 
be able to read it. In the individualized reading program 
skills are introduced functiona'.ly rather than mechanically 
(10:133, 1:101-103). In other words, the skills are presented 
within the context of a meaningful book at the time they are 
needed rather than being introduced as a separate entity, 
apart from reading. Reading becomes an entity merged with 
interesting m8terial. "Instruction in reading and reading 
itself are constantly interwoven and are developed simul-
taneously" (43:78). 
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Characteristics. In order for the individuBlized 
reading program to truly be 11 individua1t1 it must be flex-
ible; consequently, there is not one set of procedures to 
follow. It is not, then, a single method with predetermined 
steps but many individual adaptations of Olson's principles 
of seeking, self-selection and pacing (52:10, 3:55). Jacobs 
further agrees with this idea,~ and he states: 
It is not posslble to say that every teacher who 
would individualize guidance in reading mUi3 t do this 
or th~t. It is not feasible or desirable to present 
a simple, single methodological formulRtion of what 
is right in individualized reading which every teacher 
shall follow (34:10). 
Although Barbe views individualized reading as a rather 
freely-defined method now, he predicts that in the next 
decade experimentation will indicate the most successful 
techniques. Then individualized reading will develop as a 
separate method (3:19-20). 
Although there is no one set method of individualized 
reading, certain elements can be identified which are common 
to most individualized reading programs. The reading program 
is organized so every child rends independently rather than 
in an ability group. Each child chooses his own reading 
material, reads at his own pace, and keeps a record of the 
books he has read. 
The typical reading period, theoretically, consists 
of the following activities: 
1. 
2. 
Individual conference. 
Independent reading. 
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3. Skill development in small flexible groups or as 
seat work. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Sharing of stories in small groups. 
Vocabulary and reading li.sts kept up-to-date. 
Creative activities in groups or independently. 
Evaluation (21:3'74, 28:107). 
Each of the above characteristics will be discussed in 
detail later. 
Lazar describes a survey in New York City of forty-
six classes taught using a.n individualized reading progr8m. 
The clnsses were observed intensively to determine the types 
of activities actually being used, end the following basic 
procedures were observed: 
1. Children could explore and select materials, 
read at their own pace independently, keep records and 
reports. 
2. Individual conferences held as often as children 
needed or wnnted. Teachers sometimes walked around giving 
help non the spot." 
3. During the conference, the teacher gave help on 
skills, listened to oral reeding, discussed reading, and 
kept records of abilities, needs, and selections. 
4. Teachers arranged group and whole class activi-
ties for skill development. 
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5. Time arrnnged for sharing of books through group 
and class discussion (43:80). 
III. INITIAL IN;,IVIDUALIZED READING 
1'Iho benefits. ReseDrch shows that differences of 
opinion exist concerning who benefits from individualized 
reading. GenerRlly speaking, however, one could conclude 
that the gifted or faster-learning child might benefit to a 
greater extent than the slow leerner. 
Spencer {67:596), Lazar {43:80) and Duker {19:220) 
all feel that any child would benefit from individualized 
reading. Groff alone reported "spectacular" results achieved 
with slow learners (28:107). Several other studies with 
slow learners, however, have resulted in smaller gains in 
achievement. This might be explained by the slow learners' 
inability to work independently for the long periods of time 
thet come between conferences (4:188, 58:382). Greater 
gains in the reading achievement of gifted children were 
reported by Bohnhorst {4:189) and Groff {28:107), hov1ever, 
one study showed only average gains in reading achieve~ent 
(5?:269). 
The majority of experiments reported in which indi-
vidualized reading was used have been in the intermediate 
grades, and as Alice Miel states: 
Many will readily grant the utter good sense of 
individualizing reading instruction in the upper ele-
mentary school where the ranee of reading ability is 
so great (52:18). 
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Where should individualized reading actually begin, though? 
Should we wait for the range of reading abilities to widen? 
Many authorities believe the first grade is the time to 
initiate the program, although there is very little research 
that supports this (8:16-20, 3:50-511 67:595-600). Smith 
(64:145), MacDonald (50:643-46), and Veatch (?3:160-65) all 
advocate individualized reading in the first grade to be 
preceded by e good readiness program that emphasizes lang-
uage experiences. Harris takes a definite stand against 
individualized reading in the first grade. 
An individual reading program should be most diffi-
cult to operate in the first grade, because the children 
are less mature, less independent, less capable of self-
direction, and less able to sustain attention than in 
succeeding grades ••• in such s. program, it is probably 
desirable to continue with a carefully arranged sequence 
of basal readers through the third grade level (32:116). 
Special problems have been noted in an individualized 
reading program with young chiJd ren. They are often too 
inmature to keep busy during a conference and the indepen-
dent, student-directed activities may seem "chaotic" 
(3:62-63). However, if the children~ the teacher, too, 
a.re properly orientated and organized, and understand the 
routine and what is expected, first grade children should 
benefit from an indi vi c1ualized reading progr8In. 
Preparation of teacher. Before launching into an 
individualized reading program the teacher shculd examine 
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her own convictions and personal qualifications, for a high 
level of teacher effectiveness is demDnded in the individu-
alized reading program (63:140, 66:104). She must be ready 
to put in hours of organizing, planning, testing, evaluating, 
record keeping, and collecting materials (63:140). There 
is no easy, simple formula to follow. 
The teacher should prepare herself professionally by 
familiarizing herself with the research that has been done 
in individualized reading (63:141). Only through a study 
will she be able to set up a ;vorkable program of her own. 
The success of the whole program depends on the 
teacher's diagnostic skill in identifying a child's needs 
and difficulties, and knowing whB.t to do about them (66:105). 
It is imperative, then, that the teacher have a thorough 
understanding of the reading skills program and bow to 
teach any one skill at a moment's notice (3:21, 28:105-111, 
68:49, 63:140, 66:105). Even though she will not follow a 
rigid sequential skills presentation program, she should 
have lists of skills to be taught so that certain skill 
instruction is not skipped entirely (3:210). 
Before the individualized reHding program begins the 
teacher should take stock of each child's abilities, skill 
development, reading level, interests, sight word recognition 
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and readiness development. Some measure of the child's 
notential is needed. Individual I.Q.. tests are recomuended. 
'-
Barbe feels the teacher's estimate of the child's ability 
to comprehend materlal read to him is a valuable indicator 
of the child's potential since "Understanding is essentially 
what mental ability is ••• " (3:96). 
To determine the variety of levels in different types 
of reading skills 1 a diagnostic test should be given. Evans's 
study of the effectiveness of teacher evaluations of reading 
skills in indivic:ualized reading indicated the need for 
teachers to use systematic checks in the form of standard-
ized diagnostic tests rather than depending on their own 
judgment. In this study experienced teachers ranked fifteen 
reading skills in the order in which the two children they 
were working with needed help on them. Their choices did 
not correlate with those indicnted when a Gates Diagnostic 
Test was administered (22:258-60). 
The informal reading inventory is the most valuable 
means of determining the reading level of the child. 1nere 
are prepnred inventories available, but the teacher can 
construct ar.d administer her own by adapting Bett's inven-
tory form ·~ihich determines these three levels of reading 
achievement: 
Independent level - child reads completely on his own 
with no difficulty at 90% comprehension, 100% pronunciGtion. 
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Instructional level - 75% comprehension, 90% pronun-
ciation. Recognition required, but he uses skills to unlock 
new words. 
Frustration level - child must have much help for he 
is stopped by inBdequ•,te skills (3:77 1 90). 
The teacher in adapting this inventory should secure 
graded materials, approximete the child's reading level, 
and start with that level. Prepare the child for the selec-
tion by an introduction, check his comprehension, end listen 
to his oral reading. To determine his independent reading 
level he should be able to know what he read, and meet no 
mo1°e than a couple unfamiliar words (3:77 1 90). 
Most of the testing progra~s described were used with 
children from the second gr ride Fnd up. Since many tests 
require reading the first grade testing progrrun will hqve to 
be altered. Either reodinc readiness tests or individuBl 
readiness check lists can be utilized to determine the first 
grader's readiness. Groff states, "once the child has reached 
the point of the pre-primer or primer stage of word recogni-
tion, by whatever means, he is ready for individualized read-
ing' (29:16). 'I'hus, each child must be tested on his sight 
word recognition before he starts on en individualized 
reading program. According to Groff, thj_s is the m.ost 
important criterion on which to bese an introduction to 
individualized reading (29:16). 
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Preparation of children. In preparing the children 
for an lndividualized reading progran, certnin attitudes 
about themselves, about others arid about learning should be 
developed; the ~-all objective should be to develop the 
attitude that differences in people and things make our 
lives more interesting. Through class discussions, each 
child should learn to accept himself as unique ::md le am to 
accept the differences in others. To develop a favorable 
attitude toward learning, children should be enco~raged to 
question--to ask the "whys" and "hows n of things. 
Out of the feeling of respect for individual differ-
ences should grow an attitude of "mutual helpfulness" towards 
one another. 'l'his is important since the pupil will assume 
not only the role of a learner, but also that of a helper 
and a member of a team or group during the read.i ng period. 
It is important, then, that he is able to function harmon-
iously and helpfully wjth others. 
Another way to prepare children for the individual-
ized rending program is to offer as many opportunities as 
possible fo!' the child to develo1J self-responsibility since 
they will be working independently much of the time. The 
following are examples of responsibilities first graders 
might accept at the beginning of school. 
1. To perform specific room jobs assigned. 
2. To care for personal belongings. 
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3. To be in theL-· seats and ready for "morning busi-
nesff' at the appropriate time. 
4. To correct E1istakes ::ade on papers. 
5. To finish their work before selecting free time 
activities. 
6. To select and implement their choice from a pre-
vicmsly suggested list of api:,ropriate activities. 
7. To contract to finish a certain amount of work. 
The chtldren need to understand the reasons for 
individualized reading and their pz·rt in the program. The 
class should discuss purposes for the program such as why 
they have conferences or self-selection of books (20:194-95). 
Children can be prepared for the procedures used in 
individualized reading through role-playing sessions. If 
the teacher wanted to demonstrate exactly how a team would 
work together in developing recognition of sight words by 
using flash cards, two children could actually demonstrate 
the situation for the class. Then all class members could 
"play their roles" (3:26, 76:7). 
Some basic slght words should be mastered along with 
other readiness activities before beginning an individualized 
reading program with first graders (28:105-111). In fact,, 
in Groff's opinion 
It is preferable ••• to base an introduction into indi-
vidualized reading on the ability to recognize a certain 
number of words rather than on any other criteria--
such as oral reading speed, the number of 1 new 1 words 
per 100, results of readiness or mental tests, etc. 
( 29: 16-17). 
Many authorities suggest using the language experi-
ence method as a way to develop these words and readiness 
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activities since the child uses his owr language in stories 
meaningful to him with this approach. Thus, the child has a 
natural bridge between his ideas and the printed word (28: 
105-111, 18:97-99, 50:48-49, 66:180). Spache suggests using 
experience charts (class or child-composed stories arising 
out of an experience) with pupils until they have a sufficient 
vocabulary to read independently (66:181). Children can 
dictate their own stories and these, bound together, can be 
the first reading materials (18:97-99). 
The child can be introduced to simple books along 
with reading the experiential materials. However, it is 
important that the content of comr:cercial books be thoroughly 
fruniliar to the child, c;iving continuity of experience 
because it goes from ideas to the symbolization of ideas--
the printed word. These books should h2ve been read to the 
children, their content discussed, related to, and drama-
tized in an endeavor to make them the child's own before he 
reads them (63:147). 
Preuaration of parents. The teacher is responsible for 
explaining the individualized reading program to pr.:rents. 
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'l'his explanR.tion of the goals, objectives, and procedures 
should be offered before the progra~ begins. B~rbe sug-
gests sending a let [;er explaining the program to the parents 
followed up by parent-teacher conferences for further 
explanations and a chance to answer pRrents 1 questions 
(3:54-55). A group conference might be a.n effective manner 
for handling the initial meeting with parents. One first 
grade teacher invited the parents to school for a "ree,ding 
pe rty" at which time the porents observed the program in 
action (79:36-37). 
Parents need to know what their role is in the pro-
gram and how they can help at home. Vite suggests several 
pointers to perents for helping their child read at home. 
1. Make the experience enjoyable. (An explanation 
of what this rne ans nnd how to do it should be discussed.) 
2. Tell your child any unknown word, writing it 
down for the teacher who can help with the word analysis 
later if needed. 
3. Let the child read silently before he reads 
orally. 
4. To avoid pointing, have child frame with fingers 
unknown words (77:35). 
When informing parents of reading progress through 
the report card, progress should be stressed rather than 
actual rending level. In the case of children who have low 
reading levels, Sperber sent home letters to porents sug-
gesting that they dwell on the progress their child was mak-
ing rather than discussing 1Nith the child his low level. 
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How to begin. Unless the chilc.ren have "grown into" 
an individualized reading program, as was suggested earlier 
through the language experience approach, some method must 
be established for beginning. Numerous techniques have been 
reported, but generally they involve using a part of the 
class or a part of the reading time (17:15). In either case, 
it is assumed that until the time the individualized read-
ing program is actually begun, the class has been organized 
in groups according to ability. 
The following techniques are descriptions of ways 
different teachers have started individualized reading. 
Each begins with a part of the class. Veatch, although 
she asserts it can be done all at once, suggests shifting 
over to individualized reading one group at a time, begin-
ning with the top group. After finishing the book at his 
own rate, each child chooses a book. The teacher helps in 
the group, but gradually, through use of the individuel 
conference, each child would be led into an individualized 
reading situation (74:6). Rowe reports starting early in 
the first grade by choosing five children and conferencing 
with each of them individually. Each day she added another 
child until finally the whole room was reading individually 
{56:118-22). A program whereby each child was assigned a 
pnrtner who read at about the same level was described by 
Maxey. They would read to each other, and the teacher would 
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conference with the pair (51:47 1 78). Jenkins felt young 
children were more comfortable about reading when they could 
gather around the teacher and then confer individually with-
in the confines of the group structure. The groups were 
formed on the basis of friendships derived from a. socio-
metric test (36:841 90). 
Frazier initiated an individualized reading program 
by letting the children move at their own rate but using the 
basal readers (24:319-22). No self-selection was involved 
in Frazier's program, but if he had gone one step further, 
allowing self-selection, a full-fledged program could hove 
evolved. 
Several techniques have also been used to initiate 
individualized reading by using part of the reading period. 
One of these techniques might suit the teacher who is 
reluctant to change too quickly or who wants to "feel her 
way" before actually chenging completely into an individu-
alized program. One wey is to use the morning reading 
period for basal reader instruction and spend afternoon 
reading periods for individualized reading (59:277-81). 
Daniel and Sharpe both report using individualized 
reading one day a week with the basal reader approach used 
the other four days (13:17, 61:507-512). When the teacher 
and students felt secure with the individualized reading 
program, Daniel increased the days for individualized 
reading and decreased the basal reader days (13:17). On 
the days when the basal reader was used, skill development 
was especially stressed (61:507-12). Another suggestion 
for v~rying time is to spend a week or two using the basal 
reader approach and alternating it with the ind:i.vidualized 
reading approach (67:386). On the other hand some first 
grade teachers did not begin until after a group had fin-
ished the first reader (79:36-37, 59:277-81, 11:16-20). 
Some teachers have reported starting by individual-
izing all the supplementary or independent reading (9:362-
66, 35:3-12). One teacher formed Library Clubs, then, 
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with each of her groups and du:cing the reading period would 
help children individually. Eventually, conferencing began 
(9:362-66). 
Clessroom arrangement. Different aspects of organi-
zation in the classroom need to be planned for prior to 
starting the program. ~he pupils usually sit at their 
respective desks and read although some teachers assign 
certain reading areas where reading proceeds silently in a 
group situation (3:41). Another suggestion was to divide 
the children into "families" to sit together {these would 
vary). One good reader is placed with each family as a 
helper (68:47). 
The setting of the conference should be in an out-
of-way corner. A table or simply two ch2irs can be used; 
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the important thing is to sit with the child so e. close one-
to-one relationship is felt. Also, you can talk in lower 
tones if you are side by side (3:31). To save time between 
conferences a "next-at-bHt 0 che.ir is placed near-by for the 
child whose conference will be next (3:32). 
The books should be placed on shelves or tables at 
some place in the room where the least number of people 
will be interrupted by pupils coming and going to and from 
the book area. The books should also be as far away from 
the conference point as possible (3:30, 76:43). 
~ifferent work and interest centers should be estab-
lished around the room such as: science, weather, current 
events, class newspaper, writer's table, bulletin boards, 
music, art materials, games, exhibits, painting and clay, 
picture file, puppet theatre, exercise and worksheet file, 
audio-visual eids (55:10-11, 6:9). 
Pupil-teacher planning. Through pu1)il-teacher plan-
ning sessions, routines should be set up to insure the 
smooth running of the reading period (?6:144). v~henever 
the children are involved in helping to plan and organize 
routines and activities, they ar0 learning to be responsible 
and reliable members of the c:Ires:room. Also, their allegi-
ance to the program is gained, for they hnve helped with 
the planning. 
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Some of the routines to be established are : (1) how 
and when to get a book, (2) procedures to follow for check-
ing it out and in shelving, (3) how many children choosing 
a book at one time,, ( 4) tirce limit if needed,, ( 5) when 
reading period will be, (6) when and how to get help with 
words, (7) when and how to use children's records, (8) how 
to choose an independent activity (3:29-30, 76:45, 33:7). 
While the routines and procedures are being developed, pur-
poses and needs for them should be discussed. The children 
should help determine the "whys" involved. 
If the pupil-teacher planning period is successful 
and routines are set up, there should be very few discipline 
problems since each child should have a purpose and plan of 
action in mind before the reading period begins (28:110, 
3:29). 1rany teachers,, of young children especially, are con-
cerned with the amount of non-teacher directed activity in 
the individualized reading program and the discipline prob-
lems that would probably artse in such a si tua ti on. Ear be 
reports, " ••• (they] are actually afraid they could not 
adjust to anything so 'chaotic' as personalized individu-
alized reading 11 {3:63). In reality, fewer discipline 
problems have been reported. Jenkins found that wj_th an 
individualized reading program many tr~iublesome children 
found an absorbing interest for the first time (35:9). 
Lazar reported studies where discipline was less of a problem 
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than ever before. In fact it was shown that when the chil-
dren attained status in the room the 11 best in their person-
alities" was exhibited (43:75-83). 
The evidence suggests that teachers do fear the 
threat of discipline problems,, but in actual practice,, v1hen 
children 8re interested and absorbed they rarely make a 
disturbance. 
Reading mBterials. Since the very basis of the indi-
vidualized reading program is self' -selection of m11terials,, it 
is vitally importnnt that a L rge supply of books is avail-
able covering varying reading levels (3:33). Generally 
speaking,, three books per person is sufficient to start with 
(76:41,, 3:33). Although some recommend as high as five,, 
(17:16 1 56:118-22) no more than three copies of ar:y one 
book is recommended for the primAry grades (3:33). The 
range of difficulty will increase as the grade level goes 
up. The first grade roon: should have a r nge starting with 
prereading picture books and extending to at least third 
grade level books. As the year progresses, more difficult 
material may need to be added (76:41 1 3:34). 
Besides selecting books covering ~1:my levels of dif-
f:~culty, it is important to select books thst are interesting 
to the children. Dolch says: "The number is not so impor-
tant as the interest. Fewer books are all right if they are 
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all interesting" (17:16). The teacher should be cognizant 
of interests of children at her level. Interests can be 
determined by taking informal inventories of her own class' 
interests or by finding in literature the general interests 
of children at her specific grRde level {30:1-7). Smith's 
study of interests of first graders indicates th~t the 
child's interests extend beyond his immediate surroundings 
out into the world. They preferred stories aoout the wild 
west, space, astronomy, nature, animnl tales and travel 
{65:209). 
There should be a wide assortment of books including 
trade books, pamphlets, magazines, class writing bound to-
gether, texts and supplementary readers, reading labora-
tories, and newspapers like the V/eekly Reader (33:22). 
Nulton, with her second eraders, included also adult maga-
zines such as Reader's Digest and v:oman's Day with pertinent 
articles underscored, comic books, children's pages from 
the Sunday paper, fBiry tales, an atlas, anthologies and 
adult poetry. She felt a. variety like thJs would help the 
child become more discriminBte in his choice of reading 
material (53:26-27). 
Veatch suggests several ways for a teacher to proceed 
in her quest of reading materials. 
1. Order trade books on your reguler book order. 
2. Order one or two copies of supplementary readers 
that you do not already have. 
3. Order one or two copies of basal readers you do 
not already hnve. 
4. Sound out your P.T.A. or teachers' organization 
about having a Book Fair. 
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5. Trade some of the books vii th other teachers for 
those you do not h<cve. 
6. Visit all libraries within a reasonable distance 
and inc~uire how to obtain boxes of books on loan and 
about their policy of selling "throw-outs." 
7. Request bookmobile visits and be persistent until 
they are made. 
8. \'Jrite or visit state and county libraries or other 
tax-supr;orted book depots and request the loan of boxes 
of books. Refer unreasonable refusals to your local 
legislative representative. 
9. Take your class to the library and be sure each 
pupil h's his own personal library card. 
10. Encourage every child to use h~_s own library cnrd. 
11. .t!.ncourage children to bring b:>oks from home. 
12. Hunt through second-hr,nd book stores or stores of 
service organizations, and Attend sales at church bazaars 
and the like. 
13. Thoroughly explo_-·e your school's storeroom or that 
of the central office. 
14. Ask for book samples i.vhich principals, supervi-
sors or administrators frequently receive. 
15. Institute a book hunt in your own and other people's 
attics (76:42-43). 
Arrangement. After the bo0ks are procured they are 
usually arranged on shelves or tables by sl::.bject or level of 
dlfficulty (17:18). Crossly and Kniley describe a system of 
marking the books by color for different subjects (11:17). 
This could be adapted for first graders. For instance: 
red - animel stories 
blue - science books 
green - mystery stories 
yellow - poetry 
pink - f~iry talcs and make believe 
brovm - stories at.out people 
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Sometimes it is hnrd to classify some books according to 
diff:i.culty because the vocabulr~ry ls not controlled ( 3:33). 
However, if th5s system ls chosen, the books can be plnced 
on tables according to cifficul ty. '!Jar ford describes a 
syster,. featuring a red table for easy books, a blue table 
for j:"edhnn books and a green for the hardest ( 79: 36-37). 
Both systems of using color to distinguish the subject of 
books or to determine the level of difficulty should not 
be used simultaneo·J.sly. A combinRtion method is to pl:=ice 
a spot of colored ta)e indicative of the level of diffi-
culty on the inside cover of the book; then arrange by 
subject or author possibly {28:105-111). 
Before the books are shelved some teachers catalog 
the books, making out a card for each book noting the dif-
ficulty level, summarizing the contents, making a list of 
difficult words, er coLposing comprehension questions (12: 
260-262, 28:108). 
IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE INDIVIDUI.LIZED READIHG PLOGRAM 
Although every individualized reading period should 
be flexible, the following activities and procedures are 
involved in r:1ost instances: self-selection, individual con-
ferences, record keeping, skill development, independent 
activities, grouping and evaluation. Each of these separate 
topics will be discussed in the following pr'ges. 
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A typical reading period i:: planned cooperatively 
with each pupil setting his purpose and activities. During 
a fifty-minute period, approximately thirty minutes might 
be spent in silent readin5 and conferencing with the remain-
ing time being spent in sharing group work and evvluation of 
the period (33:5). 
Self-selection. Individualized rending is based on the 
conviction that a child might be indifferent about n book 
chosen for him, but he will be active and interested if he is 
permitted to choose his own reading material (17:16). A 
child is usually able to determine hi:! own reading level 
besides choosing reading material to fit his needs and inter-
ests. In fact it was found when children were asked to rate 
their own reading--npretty good, not so good, just about 
average"--they indicated accurately their supposed reading 
level (3:67). Veatch has faith in each child's ability to 
select his own materials • 
••• Children can choose their reading diet far more 
wisely than the most skilled a.nd knowledgeable teacher 
can choose it for them (73:160-165). 
When children find material they are interested in, 
they are naturally motivated to read. The teacher then, 
should provide opportunities for the child to do such things 
as browse, to hear and discuss stories, or to use book lists 
(41:319). 
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'lb.rough teacher-pupil planning sessions, criteria for 
book selection end standards for procedure cnn be set up. 
Such criteria as this m:'.ght evolve on how to judge a book's 
difficulty: far:iiliari ty of words (more than three unknown 
words per page usuclly indicates the material is too diffi-
cult) (76:19); format, such as size Bnd type of book; 
amount on pages; relevance of pictures to text; and examin-
e,tlon of table of contents, index, preface and introduction 
(66:186, 41:319). 
Certain standards concerning self-select:lon should 
also be established. Questions to consider are: 
- Should "browsing" time be limited? If so, what is 
the limit? 
- Is teacher approval necessary? 
- Is child obligated to read the book after he chooses 
it? 
Dolch felt each child should be responsible for find-
ing a book by the specified reading time. If he decided he 
did not like the book, he had to wait for the next reading 
per':od before trying again (17:18). Sperber reported a 
"book check" time in his classroom when each child reported 
to him the book he would be reading the next day (68:48). 
Generally, a child is expected to finish the book of his 
choice unless it is a basal reader or a science book (28: 
111). Sometimes a child signs a contract with the teacher 
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to read his chosen book. 'I'his can only be broken by both 
parties' agreement, so the child would have to state a good 
reason for rejection of a book (28:111). 
Although the basic philosophy of self-selection 
assumes the capability of each child to choose reading 
materials for himself, most authorities feel initial guid-
ance is needed in the skill of learning to choose books 
(3:28-29). The extent to which a teacher should guide a 
child's selection is a point of debate (66:96). Some 
te0chers will interfere very little, feeling that through 
a process of elimination he will make a selection on his own 
level. Other teachers feel that a c<:;rtain way to get the 
child off to a c~ick, sure, start is to limit his choice 
(56:118-22). One program described limiting the selection 
to four to five books chosen by the teacher on the child's 
level (56:118-22). 
Generally it is agreed thet there are times when 
teacher help is needed {3:30,69). If a child just cannot 
make a choice, if he chooses difficult or easy material 
too often, or if he consistently chooses books on one sub-
ject to the exclusion of all others, an evaluation is needed 
(3:69-70). The teacher and child should discuss the prob-
lem, determine the "whys 11 involved, and try to solve it. 
Through this eveluatjcn it may be discovered, for example, 
that the only reason for consistently choosing easy mate-
rial was feer to "try his winss" (3:69). 
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Individual conference. The conference is the core of 
the individualized reading program (3:46). Through this 
close, one-to-one relationship the child's i sychological 
needs will be filled through close interaction with the 
te1" cher (76: 29). Every child needs unders taLding, security 
and a sense of being cared about, ,nd the good teacher will 
see thst these needs are filled in the conference. 
The teacher should assure the child th~t she likes 
and respects him. A sense of security is built through the 
conference because each child is accepted for what he is. 
Veatch says, "no child is labelled as belonging to a 'fast' 
group or a r slow' group" ( 11:27). 
An experiment reported by Ojemann and Viilkinson 
showed a direct rel~tion between the teacher's understanc1ing 
of the pupil's behavior and his academic achievement and 
school behavior. The teacher for the experimental group 
got to lmow the pupils by studying their attitudes, motives 
and environhental conditions. Even though teachers of both 
groups were unaware that acac:iemic achievement was being 
measured, tho experimental group made higher gains (54:88}. 
This close rapport, then, is beneficial not only from a 
psychological s tandpoir.t, but also f rem an academic one. 
The conference is valuable also as a means of devel-
oping better skills <md reading habits on n personal one-to-
one basis. Tbe child's strengths and weaknesses are 
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investigated and the child can thus develop an understanding 
of the skills he needs. Arrangements are made for the devel-
opment of needed skills (41:320). 
~hrough teacher-pupil planning the contents of the 
conference and the procedures to follow should be deter-
mined. The three general areas which should be covered 
are (1) checkinc new words and word attack skills; (2) com-
prehension; (3) evaluation of child's progress (3:32). 
Even though the teacher knows what the contents of the 
conference should include, the planninc period with the 
children gives them a chance to think about what and why 
certain things should be included. 
Procedures for the conference must be set up too. 
Some authorities strongly insist on holding the conferences 
on a voluntary basis. Veatch is an ad,ocate of this method • 
••• all teachers, no m2tter how differently they 
work out an individualized program in their class-
room, agree that the conference must be held on a 
voluntary basis. Otherwise, the interest of the chil-
dren in the reading period is pffected (73:160-65). 
Barbe, on the other hand, finds more reports holding 
conferences on a scheduled basis. 
Numerous reports on programs in operation describe 
procedures in which the child is scheduled for bis 
conference w1th the teacher (3:31). 
Barbe suggested that a scheduled pl1=m be used in the begin-
ning 'Nhereby the teacher list on the board the children 
having conferences tbst day. After a pattern is established, 
the teacher could become more flexible, allowing the child 
to choose his own time (3:31-32). 
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One other procedure that is used by some teachers is 
the "help-one-another" method. The children are either 
seated in pairs, helping one another with unknown words or 
one child is chosen who does nothing else but help during 
the reading period (17:18). 
''
1ihen the content of the conference and the procedures 
have been determined, the whole reading period should be 
acted out in a role-playing situation. One advantage of 
role-playing is the teacher can call out directions for 
specific things. The step-by-step procedure followed by 
each child will accustom him to the type of thing h.e 1nill 
be doing when the program starts (3:27). 
The reeding per:lod varies from one to two hours 
depending on the grade level. Generally R teacher can hold 
six to ten conferences a day and three to five instructionril 
or other kinds of e;roup sessj_ons. The conference its elf 
las ts anywhere from two to five minutes ( 76: 22, 3: 31). 
Lucy Hunt, in the Sh as ta County Guide to Indi vidu-
ali zed Reading describes whet might occur in a conference. 
1. The teacher greets the child and puts him r..t ease. 
2. The child has brought his book, nnd also his v1ord 
and reading li~~t. He shows hJs book to the teacher and tells 
her about it. From the child's account, the teacher is able 
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to check comprehension. Jeanette Veatch suggests the use of 
open-ended questions in checking comprehension (76:52). Ask 
"how" and "why" questions, and expect the child to back up 
any answers he gives. 
3. The teacher asks the child to read an interesting 
section to her. She pronounces words he does not know and 
notes where help is needed. If she deems it ad vis able, she 
checks the child's needs on bis skills check-list. She 
gives help then, or if other chilclren have the sarr:e need, 
later in a group. Jeanette Veatch suggests, too, that the 
teacher regularly check on the child's ability to read sight 
words, and this might be included at this point (3:92-93). 
4. If the book seems too hard, together the child 
and the teacher try to find an easier book on the same 
subject. 
5. The teacher asks if the child would like to share 
the tJook, and if he does, she helps plan a way to share. 
6. The teacher examines the child's reading list. 
If books have been listed since the last conference, the 
teacher accepts them without question and copies the titles 
on her O'im list. 
7. The child's word list is examined, and the 
teacher gives help on word analysis, notes ways in which 
help can be given in a group, and perhaps adds some words 
from the child's oral reading. 
8. The teacher closes the conference with friendly 
and encouraging comments. She then mD.kes notations in his 
records (33:13-14). 
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Independent HCtivities. No individualized resding 
program can succeed unless the child is able to work inde-
pendently for a block of time. The beginning reader cannot 
read for a very long time, so during the reading period 
there should be several activities planned that he can 
intersperse with reading (28:110). Authorities d:iffer as to 
what degree independent activities should be planned with 
the students. Vite insists the very key to independent work 
is through planning all activities with the children. Vite's 
assumptjon is that children's attention spans will increase 
when they plan the activities. Rather thnn imposing an 
activity on them, possibly keeping them interested for 
twenty minutes, the pupils take as much as twenty minutes 
initially to plan together several activities. If each child, 
then, formulates his own plan and purpose, he can go ahead 
for an hour and a half if need be (52:28-29). 
Although Veatch ad\.ocates teacher-pupil planned inde-
pendent activities, she does suggest that teachers just 
beginning a program might want to use the seatvvork they are 
accustomed to until the children a.re able to work well inde-
pendently. When they can, independent work can be more 
individualized (76:44). Rowe and Dornhoffer describe a 
similar program where after teacher-assigned work is fin-
ished, the child may choose an independent activity (56: 
118-22). 
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Sperber describes a combination system dividing seat-
work into the two categories of "needed work" and "optional 
vo rk." The teacher plans the needed work, and this type of 
seatwork includes: exercises for skill development,, hand-
writing, correcting seatwork from day before,, keeping 
individual records and word tests up to date. Optional work 
is determined b:v each individual pupil after the needed work 
is finished (68:46). 
In all individualized reading programs, the first 
independent activity during the reading period_!!!. reading by 
each child of his self-selected material (76:24). Some 
programs described a few routine duties of every child to 
prepare himself for the conference. He chooses a portion to 
read orally to the teacher and practices it to himself or a 
friend. Secondly, he br• ings bis records and/or word list 
up to date (3:101). 
Over a period of time the teacher and class should 
develop together a list of independent activities from which 
they can choose when they have finished reading (33:7). 
These activities might be ljsted on a big chart that could 
be continually reviewed end added to {28:105-111). The 
following list was compiled from suggestions offered by 
several authors, and many more specific activities will 
probably be suggested by the children {76:44-45, 3:42-45, 
28:105-111, 33:7). 
More independent reading, by self, with partner, or 
in group. 
Preparing to share a book. 
Practicing word analysis skills with another child 
or alone. 
Oral reading to a partner or in a group. 
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Art - each child mi,~.ht have his own picture frame and 
he is responsible for putting in hls best work. 
Creative writing - might include jokes for a class 
joke box, stories, poems. 
Preparing article for class newspaper. 
~riting letters to friends or relatives. 
Working at any interest center around room. 
Keeping records - milk money, growth of classroom 
plants, etc. 
Labelling pictures, scrapbook. 
Illustrating - main characters, sequence pictures, 
book jackets, diorama. 
Group work - preparing for dramatization, making a 
list of questions to ask others who hsve read a story, pre-
paring answers to such questions, skill development work or 
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games, planning a bulletin board, sight vocabulary practice, 
etc. 
Diary. 
:Making study word cards. 
Getting ready for a puppet show. 
Making a list of unknown words. 
Developing any interest. 
Many teachers hold an evaluation period at the close 
of the reading period. Vite says this about the importance 
of an evaluation period: 
Both the formal and the informal type of evaluation 
are necessary for showing the importance the teacher 
attaches to the work being accomplished without hjs 
close supervision. In addition, when children stop to 
evaluate their work, they learn about their successes, 
why they have had difficulties in some areas, and what 
steps they might take to improve their work next time 
(77:31). 
Skill instruction. Skill instruction including 
vocabulary, word analyzing, comprehension, and oral and 
silent reading skills, is a very important part of the indi-
vidualized reading program. The teacher must be very much 
aware of the specific skills that need to be developed. It 
is based on the idea that a specific skill should be taught 
when the need arises for that skill (76:31 1 43:75-83). In 
Lazar's words, " ••• the skills are fitted to the child and 
not the child to the skills" (43:75-83). 
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The timing for presentation of skills is determined 
by each child ra tber than the so-called average child, thus 
ignoring the fact that the slow child is not ready for it 
and the gifted child has probably already learned it. 
Five principles of skills training are noted by Lazar 
(66:108). 
1. "The teachers must know what the reading skills 
are" (66:108). Not only does the teacher need to know the 
skills presented in her grade, but also those taught in the 
grades below and above her (3:34). Barbe suggests that every 
teacher have a check-list of skills for her grade to use as 
a guide in teaching. By following these checklists, not 
necessarily in order but in general areas, the teacher can 
move the child from level to level without any gaps (3:231). 
He recommends that every beginning teacher "depend upon the 
more formal type of sequential development of skills until 
she has learned these skills adequately and can develop them 
on her own" (3:19). 
2. "They must know what the children need" (66:108). 
The teacher must be able to diagnose reading problems. She 
is able to do this during the conference through the formal 
testing mentioned earlier, informally through her observa-
tions and by using the above mentioned checklist. 
3. "They must know how to teach the skills" ( 66: 108). 
Besides knowing what the skills are, the teacher must know 
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the techniques for teaching them (3:226). A teacher, especi-
ally a beginner., might use several teacherst manuals of 
basal readers as a guide for teaching skills. 
4. "The teachers must provide the time and opportun-
ity for sklll development" {66:108). Skills are taught by 
instructing the whole class, small groups, teams and indi-
viduals (5:6). Each method is used according to the need. 
If the skill seems to be a new one for the whole group., it 
is introduced to the class as a whole. During the confer-
ences the teacher keeps a list of the children needing help 
in specific skills, and when enough children need help on a 
specific skill, a special group is formed, and the teacher 
conducts a skill development lesson with thls group. Spencer 
found pupil teruns effective working on skill development 
exercises. Thls system wa.s most effective when the teams 
we11 e cbm:ged often varying from pairs with equal ability to 
those of unequal ability (67:595-600). Skills are developed 
"on the spot" in the conference (76:32). 
5. "They must utilize the most oppropriate material 
for developing the skillstt (66:108). Stauffer suggests 
using workbooks for each child (63:375-82) to insure syste-
n1atic instruction. Groff suggests procuring workbooks too, 
but using them dlfferently. Many different workbooks would 
be secured, and the pages torn apart and sorted as to the 
skill being developed. These pages could be mounted on 
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stiff paperboard and covered with a clear plastic material 
so a child could mark on it with a grease pencil which could 
be rubbed off later. A numerical designation on each page 
would indicate the difficulty. 'l'hese pages would be placed 
in a file for individual use when the child needed a particu-
lar skill (30:1-7). Job cards, cards containing an activity 
for developing a certain skill, are used by some teachers 
(67:595-600). A master file could be kept to hold all of 
these skill-developing materials. For vocabulary develop-
ment, some teachers ask children to keep word lists or a 
dictionary box where they file new words (66:98). 
Grouping. It is not realistic to suppose that all 
the children in our nation should receive all instruction 
individually. The individualized reading program does out 
of necessity provide for groups--flexible groups--formed 
for specific purposes such as skill development, common in-
terests or sharing. The groups, however, should last no 
longer than "several days" (3:215). Children need to 
identify with a group situation--a situation where they have 
peers in reading skills, interests, and attitudes and where 
they realize the many meanings And interpretations derived 
from one idea in a reading selection (41:320). 
Many of the grouping situations are set up as the 
result of what has been learned during the conference. If 
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he needs additional help with a particular skill,, the teach-
er notes this and later he will become a member of a skill 
development group formed for the single purpose of mastering 
the particular skill (33:13-14). Perhaps the teacher will 
note during conferences that two ·::.::hildren are interested in 
the same subject,, and she can set up a grouping based on 
mutual interest. Maybe a shy child expresses a desire to 
shnre his book but is not r•Jady yet for a whole class shar-
ing period. A small group of children who just finished a 
book can be formed for sharing purposes. Some groups will 
be formed too, on the basis of common experiences. Children 
will have many suggestions for special groupings arising as 
an outgrowth of their daily work and play. 
\'Jhen a skill development group is arranged it is 
formed in Veatch' s words 11 on the basis of a specific dis-
ability rather than on general ability'' (75:60). The 
teacher forms the group on the basis of her records. The 
group meets, a skill development lesson follows, and prac-
tice follows in pairs,, individually, or as a group. The 
group will meet as mBny times as needed until the skill has 
been learned {3:40). Skill development groups might expand 
to include the whole class if the skill is a new one for the 
children. 
Interest groupincs are formed when two or more chil-
dren want to discuss or pursue a common interest after 
having read similar material. Perhaps a few students want 
to try out a science experiment, prepare a. dramatization, 
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or make up questions and answers to a specific story (75:61 1 
42:244-45). Interest groupings may arise from a connnon 
experience such as a film or a trip. Pollowing class dis-
cussion, volunteers may form an interest grouping to plan 
and preplre a mural depicting the event. Or they might 
prepare questions about the event to hiter ask the class 
(42:244-45). One teacher reported an ever-changing group 
which prepared daily the "Class Diary" (75:61). This idea 
could be adapted to first grade at the beginning of the 
year and continue throughout the year. The whole group 
might form this interest grouping initially. An experience 
chart could be dictated to the teacher by the children 
recording the day's hap .c:enings 1 and this micht be among the 
first reading materials, then. Later in the year, flexible 
interest grouping would compose the diary. 
"'ilhen a person has something he likes he wants to 
show it offtr (76:26). This generalization can be applied to 
the child ~ho has just read a book that he particularly 
likes; he wants to show it off. The teacher does little 
motivating for it comes from the children. 
A child feels a certain spontaneous desire to 'sell' 
his choice to M_s friends. Much of tb!s 'plugging' is 
done unconsciously, however, for as he reads his enjoy-
ment is obvious (75:25-26). 
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By way of this "unconscious plugging," the child's neighbor 
is alerted and soon he may be reading over his friend's 
shoulder (15:145). Many shy children will p1·efer this 
informal type of sharing. A more formal type of sharing of 
books is 8lso carried out in the individualized reading 
p::::·ogram, when the child reports on his book in some way 
(52:25-26). Before the sharing takes place, the chilGren 
should deteri.nine through teacher-pupil planning, standards 
for telling about books. For instance, things he should 
and should not tell and wh',t and how much to read orally 
(3:39). 
Small groups often participate in a sharing-of-books 
time, but most teachers include the whole class in an "end-
of-the-reading-period timen for telling about books (76:26). 
There are many different ways of sharing, and through 
teacher-pupil planning a list can be made for the child's 
use. The following list can be used as a guide for the 
teacher as to different ways of sharing a book (33:18). 
1. A poster to advertise book. 
2. A book jacket decorated in any desired manner 
and a written adverti.sement to accompany it. 
3. A series of original illustrations for a story. 
4. A set of written or oral directions from books 
on how to make things. 
5. An evaluation of n book, vvith reasons for liking 
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or not liking :i.t. 
6. A "movie n of a book devised by drawing a series 
of pictures on a long sheet of paper, the ends being fastened 
to rollers which are turned to m:we the pictures into view. 
7. An oral or written description of an interesting 
character in a book. 
8. Re-telling the story but making changes in the 
ending or in other parts of the book. 
9. A description of the most humorous incident, the 
most exciting happening or the part liked best. 
10. A pantomime. 
11. A letter recommending a book. 
12. A puppet show planned to illustrate a story. 
13. A broadcast of a book review to a radio or TV 
audience. 
14. The representation of a character by dressing the 
part nnd describing or acting the role. 
15. A brief biography of a favorite author. 
16. Three-dimensional illustrations with concrete 
materials such as clny, soap, wood, or plaster. 
17. A scene from a story constructed in the form of 
a diorama or mural. 
18. A section of the bulletin board reserved for 
written sketches. 
19. Oral reading of a story or poem. 
20. Dramatization. 
21. Presentat1.on of several new words and their 
meanings. 
22. Pictures or descriptions of exciting, interest-
ing or fascinating parts of a book. 
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Occasionally a period should be set up for the whole 
class--perhaps on Fridays--for s;,~ecial sharing experiences 
(50:643-46). During this time the children might want to 
do such things as nominate a "book of the week" or auction 
off exciting books by giving exciting hints (59:278). This 
might be the time when the teacher shares something special 
like a new book, or a poem or story she especially likes. 
Maybe she will describe bow a book is made or tell about an 
author familiar to the children. A special game like "Name 
it" where she describes a character or episode and the chil-
dren guess the name of the book might be played (53:231-32). 
All in all, this should be a relaxed, fun time centered 
around the sharing of special reading activities. 
Records. Record keeping is essenti:1l in an indi vidu-
n~_ized roadinc; progrn.m for evolus tion :;u.rposos, end also for 
informing pr-, rents and the next teacher of the child's pro-
gress (3:36). Most teachers emphasize the importance of 
systematic, specific, and regularly-!:e:)t records, but Dolch 
feels that this should not be over-emphasized. "Hecord 
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keeping :must not be emphasized to a point ':1here it hinders 
teaching" (17:18-19). Dolch places a higher faith in the 
teacher's "mental notes 0 about a child feeling that the time 
spent in record keeping co"L:ld better be used conferencing 
(17:20). 
The first erade teacher's records consist of a file 
for ench student conta5ning the i~esults of his I.Q. and 
standardized diQgnostic tests, his informal reading inven-
tory giving the independent, instruct:i.onal and frustration 
reading levels of the child, an interest inventory, 8nd 
checklists for readiness and first grade reading skills. 
The teacher will need a loose-leaf notebook, or a 
file of 5" x B" cards with a page or card for each child. 
Spache tells how one teacher recorded her pupilf s skill 
progress in a rather unique fashion. 
She constructs a laree wall ch2rt which depicts a 
number of satellites and space stations in orbit around 
the classroom. Each situation is l::;beled in terms of 
a specific word recognition skill, such as srnnds, 
vowel digraphs, silent e rule, and the like. With the 
teacher's assistance each child draws materials from 
the exercise file to help him acquire these various 
skills. 'ilhen he has completed us inc the skill-building 
materials, the pupil asks the teacher to check him out. 
If he is successful, he adds a drawing of his profile 
labeled wlth bis name to the appropriate place on the 
space chart. 'lhus the children are kept aware of the 
skills they are attempting to master and their progress. 
The nature of this wall chart could, of course, be 
adapted to the P''rticuler level and interests of the 
class to depict a trip around the world, a time line of 
historical events, or a wagon train, etc. (66:272). 
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Barbe summarizes the contents of the page or card. 
Essentially, the information ·which must be included 
will be the date of the conference, so that no child 
will miss having a conference at least once every three 
or four days. The name of the book which the child is 
reading and the page on which he is reading should be 
recorded. The questions he has or the difficulties he 
bas encountered should be noted and any suggestions 
made to him either to do innnediately, or do after the 
conference at his seat, should be noted. A comprehen-
sion check rating is probably essential at each con-
ference. Notes should be made of any skill instruction 
which he needs., but which the teacher feels can just as 
well be supplied lnter to a small group (3:37). 
Vite reports keeping a separate list of the books 
read by her first graders since many could be read in 
between conferences (77:36). 
A special section of the notebook or file box should 
contain records of independent activities and sharing-time 
activities such as choral speaking., panels, etc. (76:56). 
Children usually engage in some type of record keep-
ing also, and it is of ten preceded by a class dis cussj_on of 
why this will be valuable. Sometimes the children help 
develop the forms to be used (66:273). The child usunlly 
keeps a card file, file folder or notebook for cards or 
forms wh:i.ch contain tMs information: titles, authors, dates 
of reading, and pupil connnents (66:273, 76:56, 33:6). Pri-
mary children, whose writing abilities are not highly 
developed hnve special problems. Spache recormnends the use 
of art work as the form for their records of reading. 
These records might include a painting or drawing 
of a particularly interesting incident, a series of 
drawings or pictures cut from old magazines depicting 
the chief characters of the book, or a make-believe 
cover of the book illustrated by the child (66:274). 
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Many teachers ask the child to keep a list of diffi-
cult or interesting words (3:37, 66:99, 33:6). This list 
is valuable to the teacher in helping the child with word-
attack skills and vocabulary development. It is also valu-
able to the child for it stimulates his word consciousness. 
"Keeping the list promotes a set toward learning words, an 
a.tti tude or habit which is fundamental to continued 
vocabulary development" (66:274). 
The word list and the form or card is taken to the 
conference. The child maintains his own word list and 
notebook. If cards are used, he may keep a file at his sea.t 
or in a master file for each student. 
Evaluation. Evaluation must include many factors. 
Tangible factors, such ns reading achievement are easily 
measurable, but the intangible factors such as interest and 
attitudes about readinc are the most difficult to evaluate 
since there is no adequate statistical measu1~ for these 
factors (3:7). It is in these intangible areasthat the indi-
vidualized reading program claims its fame since one 
objective is "to develop greater and more lusting interest 
in reading" (3:7). It must be kept in mind, then, that the 
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individualized reading program cannot be truly evalu8ted in 
terms of its strongest aspects; it must depend on evaluation 
of reading achievement if objectivity is required. 
Reading achievement can be measured by determining 
the grade level of reading at the beginning of the year, 
egain at the end, and then comp:.:iring the results (3:55). 
Most of the studies reporting reading achievement have been 
comparisons with the traditional group basal reading plan 
Bnd the findings are controversial (63:154). Safford and 
Karr reported lower gains in reading achievement with the 
individualized reading approach (57:266-70, 38:174-77). 
Karr'~. experiment showed, specifically, gains in comprehen-
sion and vocabulary made by the basal reader group (38:174-
77 ). On the other hand, the following experiments showed 
significantly greater gains using the individualized reading 
approach. 
Greenman and Kapilian reported th:ird and fourth 
graders made better than a.verage gains in reading ability, 
read with a higher degree of accuracy and retained skills 
and vocabulary longer (27:234-37). 
Jenkins reported sign:'Lficant gains in reading vocab-
ulary, comprehension and total reading growth after one year 
comparing eight matched (teachers matched on the basis of 
educational training and experience and children matched on 
the basis of M.A., I.Q., and socio-economic background) 
second grade classes, four under an individualized reading 
program and four under a basal reader program (36:84-90). 
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McChristy found greater gcins in reading vocabulary, 
comprehension and total reading in sixty second graders 
under the individualized reading program as compared to 
sixty under a basal reader program. Initially they were 
m8tched in reading achievement (49:48-49). 
Spencer found gains in all reading skills except oral 
reading were significantly higher for the twelve first and 
second grade students under the individualized approach as 
compared with twelve cle ssmates under f! bas al reader progre.m 
( 67: 595-600). 
The following investigators have found no significant 
differences in reading achievement of students taught under 
an individualized reading approach and a basal reader 
ap)roach: Fox and Fox (23:46-49), Karlin {39:95-98), 
Sartain {59:277-81), MacDonald (50:643-46). 
It is difficult to eve.luate comparative studies of 
individualized reading and the basal reader approach 
since in reality, most teachers do not follow one method 
exclusively. Also, many other problems exist such as 
matching teachers and children to limit the variables in 
an experiment. At this time there are very few controlled 
experiments published, for the individualized reading 
approach has not been used long enough (63:154-55). On the 
basis of these controversial studies of comprcring reading 
achievement for the two approaches, it is hard to conclude 
anything other then the need for more carefully controlled 
studies. However, Barbe concludes: 
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No claim is made that children will immediately 
score higher on traditional standardized reading tests, 
but they must do at least as well. In the long range 
picture it is believed that even on standardized tests 
the children will score higher, mainly because of the 
influence of having read more (3:7). 
Thus, formal evaluation is used to determine gains in 
reading achievement, but informal evaluation, too, goes on 
day-by-day by both teacher and child via the records kept. 
Ongoing diagnosing, checking and evaluation occurs in the 
conference. Individually, the child is aware of his reading 
growth as he watches his book list grow, unlocks new words, 
or reads material that was too difficult previously (77:42). 
Informally, a child's interest in reading can be 
determined by such things as the number of books read, their 
level of difficulty, and reading retention over the summer. 
Several teachers using the individualized reading approach 
report children reading many books. Sperber reported his 
third graders read on the average 33 books a year as com-
pared with ten other third grade classes taught under the 
basal reader approach who read only 5.8 books (68:51). 
Carson reports her second graders read an average of 51.5 
books per year (9:362-66). 
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While the number of books read is some indication of 
a child's interest in reading and his accomplishment, length 
alone is no proof. However, by comparing the approximate 
reading level of the first book read (as found on the book 
list) with that of the last, some measure of reading pro-
gress can be determined too (44:174). 
Children usually experience a drop-off in reading 
ability over the sum.~er months, but Vite reports that 
under an individualized reading program every child in her 
first grade class had experienced an increase in reading 
ability over the summer (77:41). Motivation and an extended 
interest in reading is indicated by this study. 
Another informal method of evaluation is through the 
attitudes of the children. Almost universal in the litera-
ture was reported e positive attitude on the part of the 
child tow s_rd the individualized reading approach. V.ihen 163 
first graders taught by the individualized reading method 
were compared as to their preference for reading activities, 
it was determined that the individualized group "preferred 
reading to other school activities to a significantly 
greater degree than did the control (basal reader) group" 
(50:643-46). 1;rhen first graders were taught under both 
individualized reading and basal reading programs, and 
asked which they preferred, the answer was individualized 
reading (36:87). One comment from many teachers of 
individualized reading is " ••• children love to read when 
they can choose their own books" ( 76: 33). Sperber devel-
oped a reading attitude inventory of twelve questions with 
three choices in each question. One choice in each dealt 
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with a reading activity while the others suggested some 
other activity. Those children in his individualized read-
ing program chose more activities involving reading than 
did the children in ten other classes taught by the basal 
reading method {68:51). 
Schwartzberg describes the attitudes of 39 gifted 
children taught under individualized reading: 
They believed the individualized reading method was 
of value to them. They felt it was a better way of 
achieving their ends than the group method which they 
had bad before (60:86-89). 
He also noted positive changes in attitudes of slow learners 
when this method was used. 
Most astonishing of ell were the children's stated 
reactions to the year's reading activities. In private 
interviews with the writer all but one child stated 
definitely ••• that he preferred reading in this fashion. 
A check of their 'logs' showed as many as eighty books 
read during the year. No child read less than thirty 
(60:86-89). 
When first grade children were asked to comment on 
the individualized reading program, after having been 
taught under both, they replied favorably. Some of their 
comments were: 
'I like to read more books and I can read them 
faster.• 'I can read what I choose--any book in 
our rooml I like to tell others about my book end 
hear about theirs.' (36:86). 
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Factors affecting teacher success. The teacher's 
success in an individualized reading program is dependent 
not only on necessary personal characteristics and differ-
ent roles she must assume but nlso on her ability to accept 
and deal with problems that will invariably come up. 
The teacher is the single most inportant influence 
in a successful individualized reading program. Jacobs 
says this about desirable teacher characteristics: 
Individualized reading starts not with procedures 
but with a creative, perceptive teacber--one who 
believes that children want to learn; who thinks with 
children rather than for them; who basically respects 
the individual behavior of every youngster; who works 
with children in orderly but not rigid ways (34:17). 
Besides fitting into the above description, the 
teacher needs an adventuresome spirit--willing to experi-
ment with different procedures (43:321). Flexibility is 
probably the most-mentioned desirable characteristic. 
Teachers who have used the individualized approach suggest 
thot "continual evaluation and adjustment of their teaching 
procedures are necessary" (15:349). 
The teacher in the individualized reading program 
assumes numerous roles at different times; she miebt be 
called a "Jill-of-all-skills." She i~ sometimes a librar-
inn or book salesman, continually guiding children to books 
and reading selections from different books to create 
interest (28:109). At other times she is a resource per-
son, coordin!"tor, ~:r,d evaluator, always on the alert for 
new materials, helping develop skills and determining the 
effectiveness of the program (8:11-12). Always she is a 
counselor and a reading instructor, helping the child set 
purposes, discussing with him his interests, deficiencies 
and successes 1 and always exercising unders t~mding (28: 
105-111). 
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The teacher should be aware of and willing to cope 
with inevitable problems that are bound to come up. Studies 
show one problem concerns the experience of the teacher, 
generally showing that the less experience the teacher has, 
the less effective she will probably be in an individualized 
reading approach. The assumption is that the inexperienced 
teechers will need the security of the teacher's manual 
(30:1-7). Another problem concerns itself with materials--
p1•ocuring a supply on varying levels (43:75-83) and then 
becoming acquainted witb their contents {39:95-98). Prob-
lems are reported with using individualized reading with 
first graders. Teachers sometimes think they are too 
immature to take the responsibility for the self-directed 
activities going on during the reading period (3:63). 
Other first grade teachers note that the slow learners have 
special difficulty adjusting to an individualized reading 
program (28:107). 
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The area of skill development and evaluation con-
cerns some teachers. Some doubt their adequacy to diagnose 
problems and teach the various skills without formal guides 
(3:62). Johnson felt a "Pandora's Box of reading defic-
iencies0 might result if skill training is left up to 
individual teaching (37:2-6). Evaluation is one of the 
moot-mentioned objections. Barbe says: 
••• teachers worry about bow they will be able to 
measure the child's progress, how they could be sure 
that he is making progress, how they can be certain 
that he is not merely staying at the same level prac-
ticing how to do only what he already knew wbnt to 
do ( 3: 62). 
One lRst problem is the need for opportunities to 
discuss procedures and questions with othcrs--possibly 
authorities or other interested persons trying the method. 
Dickinson summarizes from teachers' reports on this prob-
lem: n ••• they Uencher@ sensed their own needs for 
informa tj_on, study, and change in their way of working" 
{15:349). The tenchers, then, needed someone to help with 
problems. 
In conclusion, it is recognized that no one teacher 
is going to possess all of the desirable characteristics 
or adequately assume all the roles necessary for a success-
ful individualized reading program, but she should be aware 
of these characteristics and roles and set them up as goals 
to strive for. An awareness of the problems that might come 
up is necessary also so she might formulate possible solu-
tions. 
V. ECLECTIC APPROACHES 
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The basal reader program boasts of its sequential 
development of skills through the basal readers with their 
controlled vocabulary. The individualized reRding program 
boasts of the child's high interest in reading and the 
development of positive attitudes toward reading through 
seeking, self-selection, and pacing. Can these two methods 
be combined? 
Although some proponents of the individualized read-
ing program would accept no middle ground, there are 
authorities who support an eclectic ~pproach combining the 
good parts of both the individualized reading and basal 
reading approaches. Artley advoca~es joining the two methods 
with the hope of emerging with an inE1tructional method more 
effective than either approach when used by itself (2:326). 
Several other reading authorities supporting an eclectic 
approach are: ·witty (80:21'7), Strang ('71:420-21), Sartain 
(59:277-81), Gray (26:99-104), Gates (25:83-88), Blakely 
(5:214-19), Fox and Fox (23:46-49). 
There are several reasons for choosing an eclectic 
approach. Many experiments have shown that no one method 
of teaching reading will secure results with all children 
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(31:1122). 1l1berefore, the wise teacher bas many methods at 
her disposal and does not hesitate to use another method 
when the one being tried is unsuccessful (3:224). Also, 
the research on reading achievement is inconsistent. There-
fore, combine the strong points of each approach (59:277-81). 
There are a number of ways to combine the basal 
reader approach and the individualized reading approach, 
many of which are being experimented with at this time. 
Through this experimentation there should emerge some com-
binations which are most effective (3:224, 80:216). Some 
of these combination approaches are actually, in many cases, 
the in-between step from the basal reader program to the 
individualized method. In other words, some are the same 
as tbe methods described previously under "Initial Indivi-
dualized Reading, How to Begin," pages 21-23. 
An approach is described by Sartain whereby be uses 
the basal reader as the backbone of tbe program with the 
addition of the conference for all children. After finding 
tha.t second grade children made approximately the s eme gains 
under individualized reading and the basal reading programs, 
Sartain suggested that 
Children who complete the basal reader series would 
profit from individualized reading for the rest of the 
year and children in the top reading group could effec-
tively use the basal reader part of the day and indi-
vidualized reading the rest of the day (59:277-81). 
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The slower students tended to make gains in vocabu-
lary under the basal reader method; therefore, this approach 
should be utilized with them (59:277-81). 
Warford chose an eclectic approach with her first 
grade class by a divided-time method. In the morning, the 
basal reader approach was used, thus laying a firm founda-
tion in the development of skills. In the afternoons a 
modified individualized approach was used whereby she tested 
the skills during an independent reading period with supple-
mental books, experience charts, class stories, class news-
papers, etc. (79:36). 
Rowe and Dornhoeffer turned to an eclectic program 
because they felt group reading from basal readers was 
valuable since it brought out "a certain sense of pleasure 
in sharing a story with your classmates" (56:118-22). Each 
day half the reading period was spent using basal readers 
with each child in a group reading the same story. The 
other half was spent with the children reading self-selected 
material (56:118-22). 
Evans favors an eclectic approach featuring a bal-
anced program using a type of division of time. This 
program would include: 
1. Sequence and continuity of skill and vocabulary 
development, involving basal readers and other aids 
two or three days per week, with the children diagnosed 
and grouped by levels. (Experienced teachers may use 
co-basals or other materials.) Reader stories need not 
be dull. Good motivation depends on the teacher at 
any time. 
2. Wide reading. A good library is essential, 
with each child having a book of his own choice at 
all times. Free reading at the independent level is 
important, but it assumes that skills have been taught 
which enable the child to unlock new words and to 
understand what he is reading. Each child should read 
as widely as possible in books he selects himself. 
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3. Some individual and small group activities, such 
as teacher-pupil conferences, sharing of reading ex-
perienc~s, independent work on vocabulary and reading 
lists, and literature appreciation (21:376). 
Spache describes an eclectic program in detail where 
he uses a port of the children and a P''rt of the time in 
combins.tion. He describes different programs featuring 
groupings of gifted, average and slow learning pupils. The 
gifted pupils, having high verbal ability, strong vocabu-
laries and quick learning aptitudes, follow an individualized 
approach after an introduction to reading through experience 
charts. 1hey may function as a group for skill training, 
chart reading and other purposes, but basically, their read-
ing program would include reading self-selected materials 
under the guidance of the teacher in individual and group 
conferences. The average pupils follow a modified basal 
reader approach involving introduction to reading through 
experience charts, followed by the use of basal readers, and 
later, individualized reading. The individualized program 
will begin slowly through recreational materials. S1ow 
learners, who may be intellectually or verbally handicapped, 
lacking in readiness aspects or maybe just more dependent, 
follow an extended readiness program emphasizing the experi-
ence chart again. When ready, they are introduced to the 
basal readers which offer them the carefully controlled 
vocabulary and repetition that tr::ey need. They, too, will 
move toward individualized reading as they are ready (66: 
185-90) 
In conclusion, then, a combination approach can be 
successful, resulting in, according, to Evans, a well 
balanced program " ••• not either individualized .Q!: group-
orientated,tt but both (21:377). 
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CHAPTER III 
THE AUTHOR'S PROPOSED ECLECTIC APPROACH 
I. :EMERGENCE OF AN ECLECTIC APPROACH 
There are many approaches to teaching reading, each 
emphasizing certain strong points. I believe a good reading 
program would reach out and draw in the best parts of each 
method to be emphasized especially at different points in 
the first grade reading program. Therefore, the purpose of 
this thesis was to gather together the strong points of 
different approaches to teaching reading a.nd emerge with a 
workable eclectic approach specifically designed to meet 
the needs of the first grade child. At the base of this 
eclectic approach lies the belief that each child is unique 
and should be respected for his differences. 
Ideas from va.rious approaches. The individualized 
reading method offers several advantages. First, it pro-
vides for the development of interest in reading and, thus, 
a positive attitude toward reading through seeking and self-
selection of reading materials and finally through pacing; 
second, the individual conference with its close one-to-one 
relationship; third, its idea of keeping records; and, 
fourth, flexible groupings. 
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The language experience approach offers a second 
objective--development of meaning in reading by viewing 
reading as merely talk written down. The child uses all 
four aspects of the language arts--listening, speaking, 
reading, and writing--to create stories from his experiences. 
Thus, be sees bis own language transformed into writing; 
written ma.terials will have meaning in the same way talking 
has meaning. Whole class, group, and individual dictated 
experience stories, with the emphasis on the individual 
experience story, will be used. 
The basal reader program furnishes the third objec-
tive in its systematic development of skills, complete with 
these materials: reading readiness books and tests, pre-
primers, primers, and teacher's manuals. 
Description of eclectic approach. Beginning in 
September, the language experience approach, with emphasis 
on individual experience stories, will be used in conjunction 
with the basal reader approach for reading readiness activi-
ties. The children will be grouped randomly at first, and 
later according to a_bili ty based on re a.ding readiness tests 
and teacher evaluation. Each of the four groups will proceed 
in the basal readers through the primer. When the primer 
bas been read, the top group will be completely individual-
ized, likewise with each successive group as they finish 
the primer. 
During this period of time until the primer is fin-
ished, the children will be going through certain stages 
of readiness to prepare them for the time when they begin 
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the completely individualized program. Each child should 
have had experience in every phase of the procedures involved 
in individualized reading before the program is begun. The 
preparation for this time will be discussed in later 
sections. 
Justification of eclectic approach. An eclectic 
approach, rather than a completely individualized approach 
from the beginning, was chosen for several reasons. 1''irst, 
the research indicated experience of the teacher as a 
determining factor for success. With only two years' exper-
ience, the writer felt individualized reading should be 
experimented with cautiously. After having about half of 
the year for preparation, getting to know the children, and 
planning with them, the writer would begin. 
Since the first grade offers the first formal expo-
sure to the developmental reading skills, the child should 
have a.n especially strong ba.cke;round of skills as a basis 
from which to build in later gr&des. A haphazard develop-
ment of skills--which could result in a completely individu-
alized program--would not only hurt the child but also 
handicap his next teacher since she would have to reteach 
many skills which were skipped. 
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The first half of the year is needed to develop the 
necessary sight vocabulary, and to develop reading readiness 
skills. liu.ring this time, also, the child must be prepared 
for the procedures and routines needed later in the indi-
vidualized reading program. 
II. DEVELOPMENT OF THREE OBJECTIVES 
Interest in reading. The first grade child is still 
very ego-involved, and he is interested in anything which 
concerns him personally. It follows nature.lly that he should 
be interested in his first reading material: his own stories 
dictated to the teacher who records for him. His interest 
in reading is extended as he uses his experiences and know-
ledge as sources for his stories. 
~his interest is reinforced through the sharing of 
his stories with a p<'i.rtner, group, or the whole class. The 
child is motivated to extend his interests as he observes 
what others have to share. l<'lexible groupings are being 
brought together here for a purpose. Also, very important, 
is the teachur's approval of his story and her positive 
reinforcement. ·1·bis is achieved through the dictating 
sessions and lAter on, through the individual conference. 
Self-selection is the greatest contribution of 
individualized reading. The child is allowed to choose the 
reading material that interests him and sets his own pur-
poses for reading. 
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Interests of each child can be determined by the 
teacher for the purpose of aiding her in selecting books 
in accordance with the interests of the class. The language 
experience approach, with its group and individual dictation 
times with the teacher, and the conference to be used later, 
both offer the teacher opportunities to become acquainted 
with individual interests. Since first graders would have 
difficulty filling out an interest inventory, more informal 
methods could be employed. Discussions about what kinds of 
stories are best-liked and why will be valuable. First 
graders could draw a picture of a fa.vorite kind of story, 
dictate a sentence or two about it, and share it with the 
class. 
Meaning in reading. It bas been found thnt if the 
reading materials of the beginning reader are like his own 
"talk" it will be easier for him to coi:1prehend. Thus, it 
follows tbt"t a good method for initiating beginning reading 
is to put the child's own talk down in writing in the form 
of a story. This approach will be the rrime method of devel-
oping the idea of meaning as being synonymous with reading. 
Through this approach the following sequence of con-
cepts will be developed by the children (46:5-8). 
1. What a child thinks about he can talk about. 
2. What he can talk about can be expressed in 
painting, writing, or some othor form. 
3. Anything be writes can be read. 
4. He can read what he writes and whnt other 
people write. 
5. As he represents his speech sounds with sym-
bols,, he uses tbe same symbols (letters) over nnd 
over. 
6. Each letter in the alphabet stands for one or 
more sounds that he makes when he talks. 
7. Every word begins with a sound he can write 
down. 
8. Most words have an ending sound. 
9. Many words have something inbetween. 
10. Some words are used over and over in our lang-
uage and some words are not used very often. 
11. What he has to say and write is as important 
to him as what other people have written for him to 
read. 
12. Most of the words he uses are the same ones 
which are used by other people who write for him to 
read. 
Through the development of these concepts,, then,, the child 
is led from the realization that his thoughts can be 
expressed through written symbols to the knowledge that 
all books written carry meaning expressed through these 
same symbols. 
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Three types of charts will be utilized--class,, group,, 
and individual--eech for different purposes. These will be 
dis cussed in deteil under the section entitled nDevelopment 
Skills. Because of the importance of laying a firm 
foundation in the development of these beginning reading 
skills (vocabulary,, word analysis, comprehension,, and oral 
and silent reading) two different methods have been employed. 
l''irst,, the unstructured development of skills through the 
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chart stories where the skills are integrated with the 
child's own experience. Second, through the structured 
development of skills as found in the basal reader approach. 
By uni ting these two, the child will be es sured of a struc-
tured introduction to i:i_ll the skills of his grade, and, at 
the same time, will understanri how these skills are used to 
produce meaningful stories. 
The skills, contained in Tables No. 1 and 2 in the 
appendix will be developed at the readiness and first grade 
level as determined by Barbe (3:142-43, 152-53). A copy 
of each of these skills check lists will be duplicated for 
each child to be checked and filed by the teacher as a means 
of diagnosis and evaluation. When individualized reading 
begins, the first grade skill list will be used as the basis 
for checking skill development. 
III. PROGRAM: PRIOR TO INDIVIDUALIZED REJ1DING 
Aspects developed through pupil-teacher planning. 
Many aspects of this program will be determined with the 
students in pupil-teacher discussion and planning periods. 
These aspects of the 9rogram cannot be planned specifically, 
then, but will evolve out of these planning sessions. 
1. Classroom arrangement, such as seating, setting of 
the conference, placement and arrangement of books. 
2. Procedures and standards for self-selection. 
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3. Organization of the conference. 
4. Determination of independent activities and WG_ys 
of sharing reading materials. 
5. Determination of record-keeping system of child. 
Reading readiness. 
important phase in reading. 
The readiness period is the most 
Only when the child encounters 
success in all phases of readiness will he be successful in 
reading. Through an eclectic approach, utilizing both chart 
work and basal reader readiness materials, the child can 
determine the length of his readiness program. Reading 
readiness tests, the reading readiness skill check list 
(Table No. 1 in appendix) and informal evaluntion by the 
teacher on the basis of his ch~rt and readiness activities 
materials will be the means of eveluating each child's 
readiness. 
Development of ch&rt work. During the reading readi-
ness period the emphasis will be on the development of class, 
group, and individual charts. Chart work will continue 
throughout the first grade but will become much less fre-
quent when individualized reading begins. Class charts are 
usually of the directive type. Specifically in this c2te-
gory will be charts on the following procedures necessary 
for individualized reading. 
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1. What to do when an unknown word is encountered 
when reading. 
2. A daily or weekly class plan chart. 
3. How to learn bard or interesting words. 
4. How to choose a good book. 
5. Ways to share books. 
6. Suggestions for independent activities. 
'l'hese cherts, then, will evolve from pupil-teacher discussion 
and planning sessions and will include many of the procedures 
and routines needed lnter in the individualized reading pro-
gram. Figure I, located on pe,ge 75, shows an example of a 
group chc.rt. 
Group charts take advantage of spontaneous or shared 
experiences of the group or an individual in the group. For 
less able students who have difficulty giving an account or 
experience, group charts give a chance for success through 
a joint group effort. Group charts are Blso valuable for 
developing a specific reading skill such as using context 
clues to recognize a word that looks like another word or 
emphasizing word structure when odding -s, ed, ing, etc. 
Figure II, located on page 75, shows an example of a group 
chr:lrt. 
Individual cbf;rts will be the most common with the 
more able students who have no trouble expressing themselves. 
Through the individual chart, the pupil can express his own 
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interests arrl creativity through the story and his illustra-
tion. Many opportunities for sharing ensue. Stories ce.n 
be "swapped" or just read to one another. Each child can 
decide which of his stories will go to the class library 
or into his personal file of stories. At intervals these 
stories can be bound together in e book. These stories 
give the child a running inventory of his own progress; 
thus, the beginnings of self-evalu8tion. Figure III, located 
on page 75, shows an example of an individual chart. 
Develo;;;:,ment of self-selection. 'lbe children will 
grow naturally into the self-selection skills necessary by 
the preparation and activities before they go into an indi-
vidualized progr8m. From the very beginning there will be 
books and reading materials in the room for the children. 
During their free time they will be encouraged to look nt 
or reed different books. The teacher will be Available 
before school and of ten during free time to talk informally 
with individuel children about the books--which ones they 
like, don't like, and why. Even tu ally the class as a whole 
will discuss bow to choose books they can read. Children 
will be encouraged to tell how they know if a book is too 
difficult. Special sharing times will be scheduled when 
children can tell how and why they chose certain mpteriHl to 
read. A class chart will be prepared on self-selection. 
How To Choose A 
Good Book -
1. See what it is 
about. 
2. Look at the 
pictures. 
3. Look for hard 
words. 
FIGURE I 
CLASS CHAi=ZT 
Add 
jump 
jumped 
jumping 
Jipper 
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-a -ed -ing 
I can ~. 
Jerry jum:12ed up 
and ran. 
Jerry is Jum:eing. 
FIGURE II 
GROUP CHAHT 
by Billy 
I hed a dop: but he 
died. ·-
A car hit him. 
We buried him. 
I cried. 
FIGURE III 
INDIVIDUAL CHA:tT 
Eventually (when most children are at least in pre-
primers) Wednesdays will be set aside for independent 
reading of self-selected materials. Each child will bring 
his material with one special portion prepared to read to 
the teacher or with her. He will also bring his word 
cards prepDred from this material, and his notebook. At 
this time, the teacher and child will evaluate his selec-
tion besides checking on other skills and his records. 
Development of seatwork and independent activities. 
The seat"Work and independent activities during the reading 
period will be determined partially by the teRcher and 
partially by the students. Realizing the need for regular 
evaluation of skill development, tbe teacher will always 
require one se!O!twork activity that she has determined 
developing some specific skill. It is hoped that by the 
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time the individualized reading progr&~ starts, this teacher-
determined activity can be eliminated and each child will 
be deternining bis own seatwork in connection with his 
self-selected material. 
The child, upon finishing the required seatwork 
paper, will then have his choice of independent, team, or 
group activities. Prior to this, many discussions, ch8rt 
recordings, and role-playing sessions will develop the 
following: 
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1. Possible independent activities in which children 
can participate. 
2. How to conduct themselves in a team or small 
group. 
3. How to carry out the various independent activi-
ties. 
Prior to any reading lesson will always be a pupil-
teacher planning session during which each child must plan 
what his choice for a.n independent, team, or group activity 
will be. Examples of independent activities might be art 
work such as painting, clay or coloring; browsing among books 
and/or reading; or, preparinp- to share a book or chart. 
Team activities might be sharing charts or books with a 
neighbor or friend; using word cards to make sentences 
or play different kinds of word matching games; or, talking 
about a book both children have read and perhaps planning 
tOf!.ether some way to share the book with the whole class on 
Friday afternoon. Group activities might include sharing 
of books read recently; a game developing some skill; or, 
preparinF a book exhibit or bulletin board display. 
At the close of each reading period a five-minute sig-
nal will te p:iven. This is a signal to pupils to stop and 
evaluate their activities; conclude them or arrange for their 
continuation the next day; and, clean up. At this time the 
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teacher will circulate, discussing activities with the chil-
dren, and evaluating their progress. 
A "typical" reading period, then, excluding the actual 
time spent with the teacher, would follow this procedure in 
this order: 
1. Teacher-pupil planning with the pupils, determin-
ing the activities they will participate in if time allows. 
2. Reading period of charts and/or books. 
3. Keeping records. 
a. Making word cards of known or especially 
interesting or difficult words to be checked 
by the teacher. 
b. Recording titles of charts or books read in 
his notebook. 
4. Participation in independent, team, or small 
group activities. 
5. Self and teacher evaluation and clean-up. 
Development.£!. groupings. Initially the children will 
be grouped randomly for the chart work in the morning and 
reading readiness books in the afternoon. After reading 
readiness tests are given and the teacher has evaluated each 
child's abilities and skills, the children are organized into 
four groups. This is done to differentiate reading instruc-
tion and to pace the learning of each child on as nearly an 
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individual basis as possible. These groupings will continue 
to meet together until individualized reading begins com-
pletely after the primer is finished. However, during the 
morning, chart work will be conducted on a group and indi-
vidual basis. The more able students will participate in 
more individual chart work than the less able, who need the 
stimulation and dynamics of the group to a greater extent. 
By providing for various temporary groupings meeting 
for specific purposes, the children will gain opportunities 
to work with many different children and will not feel the 
stigma of being associated with only one group. When the 
four main groups are organized and moving e.long smoothly, 
the teacher will allow enough flexibility in her program 
to allow for skill and interest groups. From the ~ednesday 
individual reading sessions and informal observations at 
other times, she will be able to form special groups who 
need help with one particular skill. Maybe she notes cer-
tain children having difficulty with self-selection, context 
clues, or a particular phonics problem. A special group 
can be formed for the sole purpose of helping with each of 
these specific skills or problems. 'l'his type of grouping 
can definitely be planned and scheduled. If certain 
children share a common experience, a special session for 
development of a chart story with just these children will 
be held. The membership in these groups will be flexible. 
temporary, and purposeful. The special interest groups 
cannot always be planned for, however. The teacher must 
keep the schedule flexible enough to allow for such group-
ings. 
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Each Friday afternoon there will be scheduled a whole 
class sharing time. During this period a 11 book or chart of 
the week" will be nominated. Also, this time will allow 
for any speciBl sharing of reading activities the teacher 
and pupils have prepared. Other ways of grouping will be 
discussed on the section on "development of seatwork and 
independent activities." 
Develooment of records of child and teacher. Each 
child will be given a notebook to record all the titles of 
ch9rts or books he has read and the dates read. Included 
will be: hls own or another child's chRrt stories, group 
or whole class chart stories and any books. Stories read 
in the basal reader will not necessarily be included. 
This record will be valuable to both the student and teacher 
as means of evaluation. Once a week the child, with the 
teacher, will check over this record. Later, when indivi-
dualized reading begins, he will not only record the title 
of the book and the story, but the pages read each day, and 
a comment about the book. :lhis may be indicated by drawing 
faces indicating the degree to which they liked or disliked 
the book, or by written comment. 
I liked this book very much. 
This book was all right. 
I didn't like this book. 
A form of record will be the word banks, or boxes 
with alphabetized tabs, containing 3 x 5 inch cards. On 
each card will be written the words each pupil knows. As 
be proceeds with bis chart stories, be will underline all 
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the words he knows. After he rereads the chart to the 
teacher, he is given word cards for these words. Initially 
he can draw or cut out and paste a picture on the back of 
the card suggestive of the word in case he forgets. Later, 
when his writing ability permits, he may also record on the 
back the name of the story or chart, the sentence in which 
the word was found, and the page number. After the basal 
readers are begun, their vocabulary words will also be added 
to each child's word bank. When individualized reading 
begins he may still make word cards for new words be learns, 
but he will be responsible for bringing to the conference 
only those cards showing new words encountered in his reading 
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that he can't figure out and possibly a different or inter-
esting word for the child. Such a card may look like this: 
Front Back 
jungle Little Bear Goes Hunting 
P• 7 
FIGURE 
WORD CARD 
Little Bear was lost in 
the jungle. 
The teacher will keep a file for eaeh child contain-
ing information from the kindergarten teacher (if any), 
results of I.Q. and reading readiness tests, and any other 
information or forms tha.t wont t be used or referred to 
often. 
A loose-leaf notebook will hold forms and materials 
that will be used and referred to each time the child and 
teacher meet, either during the conferences after individu-
alized reading begins or in the reading and dictating 
periods before. Each child will have a special section in 
the notebook for his own mimeographed copy of the reading 
readiness and first grade skills check lists and copies of 
mimeographed forms to be used each time the child and 
teacher meet. Form III will be used before individualized 
reading begins as a means of readiness for the teacher to 
prepnre herself for the more detailed Form IV to be used 
after individualized reading begins. Tables III and IV# 
located in the appendix# show these forms. 
In a special section of the notebook will be filed 
these lists: 
1. A comprehensive list of ell the skills to be 
developed from the reading readiness period through the 
first grade and suggested activities to be used for seat-
work and skill development in small groups. 
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2. A list of all the static books and materials used 
for independent reading and later self-selection for indivi-
dualized reading. 
3. A list of different ways to share books. 
Schedule. Although the reading schedule will neces-
sarily be flexible, Table V, shown in the appendix# 
illustrates what typically might be a day's schedule prior 
to the time when the complete individualized reading program 
begins. There are two hour-long reading periods daily# one 
in the morning nnd one in the afternoon. 'l'he four groups 
are named by nur.fuer; Group I is the least mature# and Group 
IV is the most mature. 
Dictating sessions have been scheduled for each group 
once a week, followed the next day by rereading sessions and 
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word study. Sometimes two rereading sessions will be neces-
sary as indicated for Groups I and II on Thursday and Friday 
mornings in the schedule. Skills are developed through the 
chart stories and rel&ted mPterials. 
On Wednesday each child has o.n individual conference 
with the teacher, bringing along a self-selected chart or 
book and his records. This activity is preparatory for 
both pupils and teachers for the time when conferencing 
begins regularly in individualized reading. Friday after-
noons are reserved for special sharing sessions. 
Development 2.f evaluation. Evaluation will include 
both formal and informRl types. Formal evaluation will occur 
in the form of I.Q. tests, reading readiness tests, and a 
standardized test at the end of the year to determine each 
child's reading level. The standardized test will also be 
valuable in terms of diagnosis of specific difficulties in 
reading skills, to be discussed with the child's next 
te8cher. 
Informal evaluation will be continuous end will 
involve both the tea.cber and child in many inf' tances. All 
three objectives--development of interest in reading, mean-
ing in reading and skill development--can be evaluated 
effectively through individual chart work, the child's atti-
tude toward reading, and records of the child and teacher, 
including the skills check list. 
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IV. INDIVIDUALIZED READING PROGRAM 
Beginning of completely individualized program. As 
each group finishes the prirrer, it will be natural for each 
child to go into a completely individualized reading program 
since he has had experience in each of the following aspects 
of individualized reading: self-selection; in partial 
determination of his seatwork and independent activities; 
in participation in small groups and teams for skill devel-
opment, interest, and sharing; in keeping records; in the 
conference; and, in self-evaluation. As each group finishes 
the primer, individualized reading wil1 start for them. In 
this way, then, the whole room will eventually be individu-
alized. 
Complete self-selection. After Group IV (the faster-
moving group} finishes the primer, the teacher will simply 
allow complete self-selection from trade books, charts, and 
stories in the basal reeders. Initially, the children will 
read their selection in the confines of the group vdth the 
teacher calling up individual children to her for conferences. 
When the children are sure of the procedures, they will be 
released from the group setting. During their reading time 
(until the rest of the class is individualized) individual 
children will be cstlled up for conferences. 
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Determination of seatwork and independent activities. 
Gradually the child will be released from the mandatory 
seatwork requirement of the teacher. '11his will be replaced 
by exercises geared to his own specific need. Through the 
conference and the use of the skills check list, bis special 
skill needs will be determined, and exercises for the devel-
opment of this specific skill will be given to him. These 
exercises will be teacher-developed, and also pages detnched 
from various workbooks will be used. All will be filed in 
a special "Skills File Box" under the specific skill which 
the pege develops. Each child will still participate in the 
independent activities of bis choice whether it be individual, 
team, or group. 
Records of child and teacher. The child will continue 
keeping the records established earlier. However, now, he 
will find it necessary to record in his notebook, not only 
the title of the book and the story, but also the paf::·es he 
reads each day, and perhaps a comment about the completed 
selection. The word cards he makes now will consist of 
words he doesn•t know, or different and interesting words. 
These words will be checked by the teacher, need~d help 
given, learned, and filed, in that order. 
The teacher's records will become more complete than 
the record used prior to individualized reading. She must 
now record the book and intereE>ts of the child, along with 
the date, noting of skills needed, a.nd individual or group 
assignments. An example of this recor;d is Form IV shown as 
Table IV in the appendix. 
Evaluation. Evaluation will continue as it did prior 
to individualized reading stressing, to a greater degree, 
each child's self-evaluation. 
Summary. The strong points of several reading 
approaches have been brought together to complement each 
other. The disadvantages of one approach have been bal-
~mced by the advantages of the others. For instance, some 
feel it is questionable whether the language experience 
approa.ch can feasibly be carried on through the upper grades 
and include more advanced skill instruction. However, it is 
especially valuable in initial reading instruction. The 
basal reader approach car·efully develops vocabulary and wor·d 
analysis skills, wbile this is the very weakness of the 
individualized reading and language experience approaches. 
On the other hand, the following weaknesses in the 
basal reader will be eliminated and replaced by the advan-
tages of the other two approaches: the vocabulary control 
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of the basal readers doesn't allow for words which today's 
children use; the content doesn't always cover all children's 
interests; the spoken language of the child and that used 
in the basals often doesn't coincide. These criticisms of 
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the basal rea.ders can be allowed for positively in the other 
two approaches through self-selection and language experience 
chart stories. 
The proposed eclectic program, then, allows the first 
grade child to follow a readiness Rnd a later reading pro-
gram utilizing both the basal and language experience 
approaches. When the primer is finished, individualized 
reading will begin. Prior to this point, however, the child 
will have experienced every procedure involved in the indi-
vidualized reading program. Thus, he is prepared for the 
independence and self-responsibility which the program 
requires. 
In conclusion, it is hoped that through the use of 
this eclectic approach to individualized reading, each child 
will find increased opportunities to "step to the music he 
hears." 
1. 
2. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
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APPENDIX 
BARBE R E A D I N G 
TABLE I 
SKILLS 
READINESS LEVEL 
CHECK LIST 
(Last Name) \First Name) --CName of School) 
----~-Uge} (Grade Placement) 
I. VOCABULARY: 
A. Word Recognition 
1. Interested in Words 
2. Recognizes own name 
in print 
3. Knows names of 
letters 
4. Knows names of 
numbers 
5. Can match letters 
6. Can match numbers 
7. Can match capital 
and small letters 
B. Word Meaning 
1. Speaking vocabulary 
adequate to convey 
ideas 
2. Associates pictures 
to words 
3. Identifies new words 
by picture clues 
{Name of-Teacher) 
4. Observes likenesses 
ana differences 
in words 
in letters 
III. COMPHEHENSION 
A. Interest 
1. Wants to learn to 
read 
2. Likes to be read to 
3. Attention span 
sufficiently long 
(() 
Q) 
II. PERCEPTIVE SKILLS: 
A. Auditory 
1. Can reproduce pro-
nounced two and 
three syllable words 
2. Knows number of 
sounds in spoken 
words 
3. Can hear differences 
in words 
4. Able to hear length 
of word (Which is 
shorter? boy -
elephant) 
5. Able to hear sound: 
At beginning of word 
At end of word 
In middle of word 
6. Hears rhyming words 
7. Aware of unusual words 
B. Visual 
1. Uses picture clues 
2. Recognizes: 
Colors 
Sizes (big, little, 
tall, short) 
Shapes (square, 
round, triangle) 
Teacfie-r1 s Notes: 
Copyright 1960, Walter B. Barbe 
TABLE I (Continued) 
B. Ability 
1. Remembers from 
stories read aloud: 
Names of characters 
Main ideas 
Conclusion 
2. Can keep events in 
proper sequence 
3. Uses complete sen-
tences 
4. Can work indepen-
dently for short 
periods 
5. Begins at front of 
book 
6. Begins on left hand 
page 
?. Knows sentence begins 
at left 
IV • ORAL EXPRESS I ON: 
A. Expresses self spon-
taneously 
B. Able to remember five 
word sentence 
c. Able to make up simple 
endings for stories 
D. Able to use new words 
(!) 
...;J 
TABLE II 
BARBE READING SKILLS CHECK LIST 
FIRST GRADE LEVEL 
(Last Name) (First Name) (Name of School) 
(Age) (Grade Placement) (Name of Teacher) 
I. Vocabulary 
A. Word Recognition 
1. Recognizes words with both capital and small 
letters at beginning 
98 
2. Is able to identify in various settings the 
following words usually found in preprimers: 
a come _green _mother _something 
airplane =cookies has --... morning _splash 
an _cowboy nave _my _stop 
-and 
_daddy -he _near _surprise 
_apple did help no table 
-
-not -are dinner her thank 
-at 
-dish -here oh - that 
-
-do hide -""'"' _away 
-
on the 
=dog -home -_baby one tree 
-house 
_party -ball down to 
-be 
-father -I _pie =toy 
-bed 
-fast - in _play two 
- .big -·-find - -
-
is _pretty _up 
_birthday -fine 
-
it _puppy _want 
blue -fish _jump ran we 
-boat -for kitten -r-ed -what 
-bow-wow __ funny -like ride -where 
-cake 
_get -little run -will 
-call 
_girl -look said with 
- make -work can _give see 
- -
_ _yellow _cap _go _may 
-
she 
car _good me show __you 
Christmas _good-by -·-mitten =sleep __your 
Only additional words found in six of seven leading 
primers were: 
about eat let sat us 
- - -· farm long walk _again 
--
saw 
all --from _man 
-
so was 
-
-fun water am _many 
-
some 
-
-had as Mr. 
-
soon _way 
-
-must back _happy _take _went 
-black him night 
-
them were 
boy his _new 
-
then -when 
but how now there -white 
came =just -of =they -wish 
- could _know _put this who 
-·- -cow _laugh rabbit too __yes 
- - -
TABLE II (Continued) 
II. Word Analysis: 
A. Phonics 
1. Recognizes single initial consonants and 
can make their sound : 
b 
d 
f _ 
h 
j_ 
k 
l_ 
m 
n 
p_ 
q_ w_ 
r_ x_ 
s_ y_ 
t z_ 
v_ 
2. Knows single consonant sounds in 
final position (hat) 
3. 
4. 
Knows single consonant sounds in 
middle position (seven) 
Names of vowels are introduced 
5. Knows sounds of initial consonant blends (listed in order of difficulty 
sh_ tr_ ch_ sp_ tw_ 
st 
bl_ 
pl 
fr ___ _ 
wh_ 
th 
B. Structural Analysis 
1. Knows endings 
fl_ 
cl_ 
gl 
ed sound as "ed" in wanted 
ed sound as "d" in laughed 
ed sound as "t" in liked 
ing 
s 
2. Recognizes compound words 
(into, upon) 
sm_ 
sn_ 
SW 
3. Knows common word families: 
all 
ill-
ell= 
et 
ake= 
en_ 
c. Word Form Clues 
at_ 
or __ 
1. Notices capital and small letters 
2. Notices length of words 3. Notices double letters 
99 
TABLF. II (Continued) 
III. Comprehension: 
A. Understands that printed symbols represent 
objects or actions 
B. Can follow printed directions 
c. Can verify a statement 
(See if Sandy ran away.) 
D. Can draw conclusions from given facts 
(What do you think happened then?) 
E. Can recall what has been read aloud 
F. Can recall what has been read silently 
G. Can place events in sequence 
H. Can remember where to find answers to 
questions 
IV. Oral and Silent Reading Skills: 
A. Oral Reading 
1. Uses correct pronunciation 
2. Uses correct phrasing (not word-by-word) 
3. Uses proper voice intonation to give 
meaning 
4. Has good posture and handles book 
appropriately 
5. Understands simple punctuation: 
period (.) 
comma (,) 
question mark (?) 
exclamation mark (I) 
B. Silent Reading 
1. Reads without vocalization: 
lip movements ~ 
whispering 
2. Reads without head movements 
Copyright 1960, Walter B. Barbe 
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TABLE III 
FORM III. RECORD FORM FOR USE 
PRIOR TO INDIVIDUALIZED READTNG 101 
Age ___ _ 
Reading Readiness Test Score~ 
I. Q. __ 
Date Skill Needed Special Grouping 
-· 
Date 
TABLE IV 
FORM IV. RECORD FORM FOR USE 
AFTER INDIVIDUALIZED READING BEGINS 
Book Interests Skills 
Needed 
102 
Individual or 
Groun Assi~n. 
TJ\.BLE v 
SCHEDULE PRIOR TO INDIVIDUALIZED READING 
Groun Monda Tuesd Wednesda Thursda Frida 
1 Dictate stories I Individual I · Reread stories · Reread stories Special skill 
am and word study conferences and word study group 
I 
all day. 
I 
-- - lBasal reade:=- - - - rpecial cl~ pm 1Basal reader- (Sharing Basal reader-books and books and activities if books and sharing 
activities activities time permits. activities activities 
i am !Reread stories - ------- -------~ Special skill Dictate stories !Reread stories 
and word study group and word 
II I study __....;. 
-- -
-- - -- - --
--
pm 1Basal reader- Basal reader- Basal reader- Special class books and books and books and sharing 
activities activities activities activities 
r I Flexible am Special skill Dictate stories Reread stories 
activities group and word 
III I study 
- - -
-- -- -- --
pm 1Basal reader- Basal reader- Basal reader- Special class books and books and books and sharing 
activities activities activities activities 
-
am Dictate stories Reread stories Flexible Special skill and word study activities group 
IV 
- - - -
-- - -- - - I I-' 1Basal reader- Basal reader- Basal reader- Special class 0 pm Vl books and books and books and sharing 
activities activities activities activities 
